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ABSTRACT 
1. The extension of the communication networks 
and the increase of subscribers demands · at the 
'grade of service require a new approach to the 
network management. 
2. The grade of service can be expressed by 
means of the general criterion 

9l'1:I f ( Y,G,H,K,«' ) 
where Y - the traffic ( the traffic flow bet

ween the exchanges), 
G - the traffic capacity of the network, 
H - a coefficient of the network reli -

ability, 
K - a coefficient of the grade informa

tion transmission, 
~ - the service algorithm. 

3. If there is the condition at the network 
with values of Y,G,H,K, it is important to find 
the optimum service algorithm, giving the best 
grade of service, i. e. the optimum value .1E' • 
But the condition at the network is usually non 
stable and therefore choosing the optimum ser -
vice algorithm at this moment may be far from 
the optimum value at the next moment, when at 
the network will be new values Y,G,H,K. 

It is described a new approach to the net
work management using dynamic control systems. 
This approach is illustrated by description of 
two examples of the control systems for dynamic 
assignment of informarion flows into the net -
work and into exchange. 

The control systems are based at the results 
of the game automata theory. 
4.The bases of the control system securing 
dynamic assignment of information flows into 
the network, i.e. the correction of routing 
between the exchanges, are described. Results 
of simUlation of network using this control 
system', securing dynamic and nondynamic (stable 
alternative routing networks) assignment of 
information flows are expounded. 
5. Dynamic control system of the link switching 
network of exchanges is described. This control 
system secures minimizing of losses of three -
stage switch~ng network by minimizing the pro
bability of blocking. 

The example of the game automata, that is 
used in the control system, is described. 
Results of simUlation of this control system 
are expounded. 
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AN APPROACH TO COMMUNICATION Nm'v,oRK 
MANAGEMENT 

Because of the ever increasing use of informa
tion in modern sce iety t attention bas recently 
turned to the _ development of ~ta. transmission 
and data distribution facilities. The attendant 
development of management systems for data dist
ribution is an important task in running commu
nication hardware with optimal eff1ciellCy and 
higher reliability. 

The users' desire to have a system that honours 
their requests for data transmission with higher 
quali ty results in new requirements for c ommu

nication network IIElnagement and for management 
system itself. 

The service quality can be estimated [11 through 
a generalized characteristic 

JL = feY, G., H, K, Q), 

where 
Y - workload (data flow entering the network); 
G - communication network throughput; 
H - factor of a communication network re

liability; 
K - factor of data transmission quality; 
Q - queueing algorithm for data transmission 

requests. 

In the case when individual channels Or bundles 
of channels are supposed to be non-destructive, 
i.e. the network is assumed absolutely reliable 
CH = 1), the service quality characteristic is 
defined by 

J[ = fH(Y, G, H, ~). 

In a spec ific case of an absolutely reliable 
switching oommunicati.on netwat'k without regard 
to the quality of data transmission (which is 
usually the case When the communication system 
is treated as a queueing system [2J) , if the 
assumption is that no bypasses are present in 
the communication network, the service quality 
characteristic is defined by 

J( = tp (Y, G). 
In the latter case the throughput Gij between 
eac h pair of nodes is defined by the number of 
channels in the bundle, the availability D, and 
the bundle structure. The val.ue of the communJca-
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tion network throughput G is also affected qy the 
throughput of the switching ci~uit at' the com
munication node. 

A _y to higher efficiemy of communication 'ham
_re and thus to ward better service quality is ~a 
through the choice of the optimal queueing algo
rithm Q. involving specific values Y, G, H, ' and 
K characterist1ng the situation at hand in a 
communication network. 

However, in practice, it often happens that the 
quelleing algor! thm chosen for one situation is 

far from being optimal for another situation in 
the network because of wLde'-I'8llging changes 
which occur in the cominunication network over a 

period of time. 

This paper deals· with a new approach to the ma
nagement of data 'distribution in communication 
networks; based on the adaptive management sys

tems. 

In constructing the adaptive systems of data 
distribution management described below use was 
made of the re sults of the automata game theo-

ry [3j. 

Considering the situation in the network as a 

8tationa~ environment and the management 
system as an automaton interacting with this 
environment (see Fig. 1) [4, 5J, the problem of 
optimal IDaDagement can be solved using the re
sults of the theory of automaton optiml beha
viour in a random envi"ronment [3J. 

An automaton is said ·to be functioning in an 
environment if the input variable x at a moment 
t ... 1 depends on the automaton action f produc
ed at 8. moment t. The input variable x can take 
.Qn ··tw~ . values : .X = 0 and X-t = 1. The first va-

~ . 0 
file., (xo) is '~uall.y referred to as a fine and 
the 'second one (~) 8.s an ' encouragement. Thus, 
each action of an automaton is either encouzaged 
Or fined by the en~ironment. If, for the action 
f t " the environment fines the au~omaton with pro
ba.l>ili1'Y Pi and eIlCourages it with probability 

qi
G

=, 1 -Pi' the automaton is said to operate in 
a" random environment (1n a stationary environ

ment, if Pi and qi are independent of t, or 1n 
a nOD-stationary environment otherwise). 

The criterion of reasoDability of automaton 
behaviour is the value W equal to the e~ec ta
tion that the automaton wins the game. 

Assume for the sake of simplicity 'that the auto
maton bas only t\VO actions: f1 and f 2 • and. 28 
internal states of the automaton are divided 
into two subsets (Fig.2). If the autoJlllton is 
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in the inteI~:l state Xi (i ~ S), it produces 

f1' and in tt other state, Xj (j > S), it pro
duces f 2 • The internal state transitions of such 
an automaton, referred to ' as the automaton with 
linear logic (LL-automaton) [3J. can be easily 
illustrated by the transition diagram (Fig.2). 
It should be noticed that LL-automaton can have 
more than two ac tions. 

It has been shown [3J tha~ in the case of a sta
tionary random environment the value W tends to 
the maximum possible for a given environment 
with iDcrease, in the number S of internal sta
tes. For non-stationar,r random environments, the 
optimal value S lies within an interval (n,,~) 
[3J • Other effective constructions of automata 
are also kno~. The v.oDc [6J t among other pa
pers shows the reasonability of automaton beha
viour in re.Ddom environments for the case of 
stochastic automata with alternating structures. 

!Pig. 3 shows the possibility of using more than 
one automaton, operating as a collective. It 
has been shown [3J that the proper choice of 
interections between automata allows the collec
tive to behave in the :t9lldom environment as rea
sonably as one automaton does. 

UsiIlg the results of automata game theor,y let us 
describe the min construe tion prim iples of the 
adapti ve system for the dynamic manage~nt of 
data distribution in the non-switching communi
cation network, i. e. the system with an adjus
table routi~ schedule of data transmission be~ 
ween the arbitrary switch~ nodes. 

It is knO\Cl that the imom1ng load Y varies 
duriIlg 24 hours and that daily load changes are 
dependent upon the season and the day of the 

• 
• 

• we~k. Addition of new nodes to the network in
fluences the load dist:t1bution and node attrac
tion. The failure cond1 tions in an individlJll 
channel or bundle lead to changes in the through
put and structural reliability of the communica-e 
tiOD network, the probability of channel failu-
res being in ~ cases a varia:ble determined 
by severe.l uncontrollable factors such as main-
tenance conditions, etc. 

Thus, the data transmission routing schedule 
chosen in accordance ,with the initial condi

tions has to be adjusted during operation. 

Thinking of the control unit of a switching no
de as an auto_ton, let us suppose that all the 
control units work as a collective o:.C automata, 
producing data distribution schedules, ?bile 

the environment responds to each action of the 
automata by mking connections along the chosen 

optimal route or not. 
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U SlI1 ls cODDeCted with other switcbing no- · 
des (Sll) (tor example, SNa , ~, BBc) in the directi 
directions ~, 12 , ••• , In (see Fig. 4), then 
the choice of direction is given by the rout-

ing atri% tor Slii ot the fol101d.ng type: 

Slia Sl\ Bl'c· • • 
11 1 n 2 

. aNi - ~ 2 n-1 1 

• · · 
D 

· · · 1 

· · · .' .. 
To each dialled SNj at SNi is assigned a ste-
chast:ic automaton Qi with tlUO input states 

C/o' /1) and (1)>1) 1ntenw-l states -{xo ' x., , 
••• , Xn), whose state transition matrkes [7J 
are giv811 below: 

?to x., ~ Xn 

Xo 1 ° ° ° to~ 
~ 1 0 ° ° 

(1 ) 
iDpUtfol 

~ 1 ° 0 ° · · · · · · · · · · · 
. ~ 1 ° ° 0 

xCi) ~ ~ Xn 

Xo 0 101 f 02 fon 
for 
iDputP1' ~ ° 1 ° ° 

(2) 
v 

0 0 1 0 ~ 

· · · · · • · · • 
Xn ° 0 0 1 

Assume that the autoaton proda:ea fIr if lt ls 

in the state x f ' r = 0,1 ,2, ••• , ne The sta
tejD1 designates the' call received at SNj , the 
state 'po ' stands tor the abseIlCe of the call to 
SNj • The action tf ~ of the autoaton QI means 
that SN1 has to be connected with SNj in the 

direction 1 ~ • The action f lo meanstbat the 
auto.ton does not choose the direction. 

In the case when the~e is no call to Slij at 
aNi' the automaton QI is in the 1nterJ:!8.1 state 
Xo (IIatrix 1). Wb:en the call to SNj is received .. 
at SRi a transition to the 1nte:mal state x f 
occurs with probability 1'0 Y (see matrix 2) and 
the autoa.ton produces the action fl ~ , choos

ing thereby the direction 1 r to connect SN1 
,;1tb SN~. 

U no cOJlll.eCtion 1s established in the 1 'f d1-' 

rectiOD, the automaton Qi is tined, i.e. the 

probability 1'0 Y decreases and the whole row 
is normed to meet the requirement 

If the cODllection in the chosen direction 1 ~ 
has been ,established • . the a utomaton Q{ is emou
raged tor the chosen action f1 ~ , i.e. the pro
babi1i ty Po r inc reases, and tbe whole row is 
normed. . 

It should be noted 'that the choice of direction 

can be detezmined by the mximum value ot Po J • 
COllputer simultation ot the given method of dy

namic manageuent showed its high efficiency. The 
application of the method decreased losses 
10-50 times. 

Another variant of a decentralized adaptive sys
tem tor dynamic data distr.l.bution 1D8.DageDl8nt is 
desc ribed in [8] • This me thod is based on a 
difterent strategy of automata behaviour which 
unlike the one descr.l.bed above is determined by 
the exchange of special control codes between 
automata at .the adjacent communication nOdes. 

The paper [9] describes an adaptive routing 

technique for communication network nodes with 
multilink switching structure. This technique 
is also based on the results of atocbast1c auto
me. ta game theory. 

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the 
use of the adaptive technique of routing maDa

gement for a switchiDg circuit w1.1h three links. 

It is mo.,. [11J that a three-link circuit 
(Fig. 5) can be presented as the mtr1x 

)4 = Ilfijll w1th n rows and m columns, wMre n -
tbe number of switching units in the first link. 
and m - the number of switching units in the 
third link. 

The letter ~ E (B1 , ••• • ~) is written in the 
i-th row, i = 1, ••• ,n. and in the j-th column, 
j = 1. ••• , Il, of the matrix )( it the' connec

tion of Ai and Cj has been established via in-

termediate switchiDg unit B:l.. where k - the 
number of switching units in the second link. 

It is clear that in the cirCuit with.out , ampli
fication it is not allowed to write idElltical 
letters in the same row Or column of the matrix 
M. We say that the comp:ttibility condition is 
satisfied if -there are no identical letters in 
the same row or column of the matrix M. 

It is obvious that a request for connection of 

two switching units Ai and Ci can not be honollI'
ed (blocking refusal) if any letter from Rt, 
•••• Bt is written in the i-th row or j-th 
column of the matrix M. 

It should be .- noted that the value of attraction 

~ Po f= 1. between different inputs and outputs of the 
f =1 switching circuit differs corresponding to the 
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probability that the request for connections 
between Ai and Cj ·is received. During operation 
of an actual system the attraction can var.r but 
a11lfQ's : 

m L Wij/ 1 = 'I 

j = 1 

ror all i, where wtj/i is a conditioml proba
bility that the request for connection 1I4th 
switch1llg unit Cj is received at Ai. 

It is obvious that in the process of oper~tion 
there can be a variation in values of i1 ~ 
and '1

1
·j2 which dete:mi~ the Probabili~ies 

of simultaneous comections of ~1 and A.i lfith 
Cj or Ai with C

j1 
and C

j2 
respeotivelJ. 2 

Let the control system determine the statistic
al regular:S.ties and choose the best ~ of fill
ing the matrix 11 with due regard for these regu
lari ties in order to minimize the number of re
fusals with a fixed number (X) of intermediate 
switching units. In so doing, let us assume 
that all the requests have identical priority. 
Let us assume that each connection between -an 
input and a group of outputs is served by an 
individual auto_ton Qt considered busy duriDg 
the whole periOd of service activity. A corre
lation is made between each row of the matrix. 
and m x ~ automata. For ease of formulating 
and realizing the auto_ ta game. ~ auto_ ta 
are assumed to correspond to each elemen t of the 

1 n, 
. matrix M, automata Qij' ••• , Qij correspond-
ing to the element j1 ij. These automata are 
assigned to serve the requests from 1. ••• • n, 
iDputs respectively of the switching unit A.i 
to C .• J . 

It should be enphasized that such request se~ 
vicing technique is used for detennining re
quest correlations between iDdividual inP'Q.ts 
and attraction between the latter and switch

ing units C1 , ••• , Om. 

Assume that the automaton has K+1 actions. 
Let one letter from B1 , ••• , ~ correspond to 
each of K actions, assigning the empty letter 

to the (X+1 )-th action, f o• The automton is 
supposed busy if it produces one of 1'1' ••• , 

fk actions and idle if it produces the action 
f • The letter A stands for the case when o 
the autoaton dOes not wr1te any letter fro-
ll" ••• , ~ in the correspoDd1ng element of 
the matrix M. Consider the initial stochast1c 
automaton wlth altemating strmture [6J , 
where each of (K+1) act1.ons corresponds to · one 
of the internal states. The interIl8.l state %0 

correlated '14th the action fo is assume to be 

the initial 1l1ternal state of the automaton. 
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When the a utoma ton is busy, the tre.nsi tion 

from the initial state Xo to a s tate x
r

' to 

which the ac ~on f r' r = 1. .... , k corresponds, 
occurs with the probability For (Poo = 0). Af
ter the transition the automaton remains in 

the state xr Wltil a freeing signal is received. 
Therefore, state transition matr ices for input 

state io (no Signal BUSY. automaton is idle), 
and for input state ~ (signal BUSY received, 
automaton is busy) are as follows (an auto_ton 

w1 th three internal states is taken as an emap
le): 

input 

fo : 

Xo ~ X2 
%.; 1 0 0 

:11 1 0 0 
~ 1 0 0 

Xo X-t 
Xo 0 Po1 
~ 0 1 
~ 0 0 

When a request for cOl1nection is received at A
1

, 

then, in virtue of [1J , an automaton corres
pOnding to one of the ele ments at the i-th row 
of the mtrix M is uxed, DaDlely "the automaton 

Qirj' ~ = 1, •• ;. , ~, if' points to be connected 
are the inp ut of Ai and output of C

j
_ A busy 

automaton QIj performs a tpans1tion from the 
state Xo to the state xr With probability pqf j 

Of i 
prodtx:ing an action fr. In this case the 

letter Br should be written in the element ;Uij 
of the DBtrix 11 • However, from the coupatib1-

11 ty coDdi tion. the letter Br E {B1 • ••• • ~} 
can be written only under c ondi tion that it oc
curs neither in the i-th row nor in ·the j-th 
column. Otherwise blocking is caused and the 
request is refused. 

To take account of the compatibility condition, 
the whole collective of automata i~ divided into 
n % m collectives. so that autoDBta belonging to 
the collective L1j correspond both to the 1-th 
row and the j-th column. of the matrix M. Obvious
ly, a c ompeti tion in diatributing letters in the · 
matrix M is possible between the automta 1d.thin 
a given collective. Then, the Wlole set of auto-

• 
• 

mata correlated w1th the elements ., of the matrix • 
11 1s divided into intersecting subsets of cODpet-
ing autolIELta, the competition man1.:resting itseU 

only at the momnt when the request for .. connec-
tion is received. 

Let us re:ter to the automaton Qfj beg~ing to 
serve the request for connection as the root of the 

collective Lij and the rest at the autolllta as 
lllembers of the co llecttve. To meet the compati
bility condition, the action of the, root q,jj 
should not coiDcide with a~ act1.on of the mem
bers. 

Let us def1.ne the automata game in the following 
way. Let the compatibility condition fOr the 
matrix 11 be satisf1.ed at the moment (t-1). At 



the moment t the state ~Sition ~rom xo~o xr 
occurs in the automaton Q1~' and. the latter pro
duces the acti:on t r• If the root auto_ton Q!j 
produces ~e action fr which is not repeated in 
aD;Y action of the members at that momEllt, the 
a~o_ton is encourag,ed aDd the probabili't;y 

, ~f~ 
Por of the transition froll Xo to xr lncrea-
• 8S. Re_1n1Dg iD. the state %r' the automaton 
writes the letter Br in the element Pi~ of the 
atrix 11. Should a diacoDDection be necessa17 , 
the autoaton Q;~ ' transits to the initial sta
te %0 deleting by this action the letter Br from 

the element f i~· " 

If during transition of the automaton Q~ from 
Xo to xr one 01' the members produces t r , the 
auto .. ton is tined tor the failed connection de-

• 
creasing ana the eta te tre.nsi tion probability 

~f~ , 
, Por , .• Mter this the automaton returns to the 
state xo. Other auto_ta 'from the given collec
tive producing the action fr' are fined aimul-

• taneously with the root autoll8.ton which results 
in a decrease of the corresponding transition 
probabilities decrease. ~he automaton QJ; can 
repeat its atte~t to establish a connection 

• 

'at~er P or or r 1j is changed. 

The Simulation of the given adaptive management 
system, some results of which are presented in 
[10J. showed that it was possible to conside-

' rabl,. decrease the probability of refusals 
through internal blocking in the switching 
system. 

The use of the adaptive maIJagement system for 
,rearrangeable swiwhing systems may subtantial
q reduce the probability that the connection 
will baTe to -be rerouted. 

All example 01' the construction of an a~ptive 
UDagement system tor the control of a bund.le 
with rearrangeable struc~re is given in [12J • 

The need for bundles with rearmngeable struc
t ,ure arises in cases 14th ~mic management 
of data distribution in communication net
works. These cases are characterized by variab
le data flows and, what is most important, by ' 
the variable number of lines in a bundle due 

to the rearrangement ot connections in commu
nication networks [1J • Some simulation re-

,suIts given in [1~J and further simulating 
runs performed by I.L. Belozerskaya at Stutt

garter Technische Uniwersitat (ledel9.1 Repub
lic of Ge11ll8.D;1) showed a high efficiency of the 
adapti ve , management of bUlldles with rearrange
able structures together with adaptive IlBllage
Dl8nt. 

This paper discusses three adaptive mDagement 
tecbDiques tor data distribltion in communica
tion netwOrks and nodes together witll the tech-
nique for mnagement of bundles with rearran

geable structure. The four t ecbniq\.es mentioned 
a~ove can be used as a basis for c onstruc ting 
the general adaptive management system aimed 

, at obtain1Dg higher efficiency in running co .. 
mun1cation channels and sw1whi~ facilities 
UDder cond1 tions of var.r1ng loads to adjust to 
and configurati .on changes. 

At the initial stages of developrrent, however, 
the proposed system may be not fully automatic 
representing an a~vis1:ng system intended to 
produce the recommendations for the attending 
staff with respect to network development, 
bWldle ~arraz:geJJ8nt, e1x:. 

Apart from the above mentioned, the proposed 
approach to'· the adaptive management system 
,construction based Oll. the automata game theory 
can be applied to the developmnt of simula-tion 
programs for different queueing systems. 
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